Schedule of Games
Watch all games via the SPE PetroBowl Webpage, or visit the direct links shown below.

**Saturday 4 September 2021**
Timings shown are approximate, and all times are shown in UTC+0

**Zoom Group A**
[https://youtube.com/suFK-Q_T6ic](https://youtube.com/suFK-Q_T6ic)

- **11:45** Welcome
- **12:00** MATCH A1: Obafemi Awolowo University v National Autonomous Uni. of Mexico
- **12:30** MATCH A2: Bandung Institute of Technology v University of Baghdad
- **13:00** MATCH A3: Petroleum-Gas University of Ploiesti v Federal University of Technology Owerrri
- **13:30** MATCH A4: Baku Higher Oil School v Palawan State University
- **14:00** Break
- **15:00** MATCH A5: Winner A1 v Winner A2
- **15:30** MATCH A6: Winner A3 v Winner A4

**Zoom Group B**
[https://youtube.com/gB4sa-GmCuQ](https://youtube.com/gB4sa-GmCuQ)

- **11:45** Welcome
- **12:00** MATCH B1: King Fahad Uni of Petroleum & Minerals v University of Calgary
- **12:30** MATCH B2: The University of Texas at Austin v Pertamina University
- **13:00** MATCH B3: Universidad de Oriente Núcleo Monagas v University of Indonesia
- **13:30** MATCH B4: University of Oklahoma v Federal University of Petroleum Resources
- **14:00** Break
- **15:00** MATCH B5: Winner B1 v Winner B2
- **15:30** MATCH B6: Winner B3 v Winner B4

**Zoom Group C**
[https://youtube.com/sF6aahh3rIY](https://youtube.com/sF6aahh3rIY)

- **11:45** Welcome
- **12:00** MATCH C1: Universiti Teknologi Petronas v University of Mines and Technology
- **12:30** MATCH C2: University of Uyo v Universidad del Zulia
- **13:00** MATCH C3: Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro v University of Mokul
- **13:30** MATCH C4: University of Engineering & Technology – Lahore v University of Houston
- **14:00** Break
- **15:00** MATCH C5: Winner C1 v C2
- **15:30** MATCH C6: Winner C3 v C4

**Zoom Group D**
[https://youtube.com/TIToafzl6SE](https://youtube.com/TIToafzl6SE)

- **11:45** Welcome
- **12:00** MATCH D1: Nazarbayev University v King Abdullah University of Science & Tech.
- **12:30** MATCH D2: University of Stavanger v Indian Institute of Technology (ISM), Dhanbad
- **13:00** MATCH D3: Uni. of Louisiana at Lafayette v Instituto Tecnologico De Buenos Aires
- **13:30** MATCH D4: University of Zagreb v The University of the West Indies
- **14:00** Break
- **15:00** MATCH D5: Winner D1 v D2
- **15:30** MATCH D6: Winner D3 v D4

**Sunday 5 September 2021**
Timings shown are approximate, and all times are shown in UTC+0

**Zoom Group A**
[https://youtube.com/NtgawiiOX9s](https://youtube.com/NtgawiiOX9s)

- **11:45** Welcome
- **12:00** Match A7: Winner A5 v Winner A6
- **12:30** Match A8: Winner A7 v B7
- **13:00** Break
- **14:00** Match A9: - THIRD PLACE PAYOFF: Defeated A8 v Defeated C8
- **15:00** Match A10: - FINAL: Winner A8 v Winner C8

**Zoom Group B**
[https://youtube.com/zL1X6RsJg](https://youtube.com/zL1X6RsJg)

- **11:45** Welcome
- **12:00** Match B7: Winner B5 v Winner B6

**Zoom Group C**
[https://youtube.com/TLizmrIIY](https://youtube.com/TLizmrIIY)

- **11:45** Welcome
- **12:00** Match C7: Winner C5 v Winner C6
- **12:30** Match C8: Winner C7 v D7

**Zoom Group D**
[https://youtube.com/7AhXhUsPI4](https://youtube.com/7AhXhUsPI4)

- **11:45** Welcome
- **12:00** Match D7: Winner D5 v Winner D6
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